
Physical Development
Children will continue to develop their fine motor
skills in free flow rainbow Challenge activities and
through specific handwriting letter and pattern
practice during our ‘pen discos’. In PE we will be
improving our coordination skills using the Getset4PE
scheme. We will focus on being healthy, physical
exercise, a healthy diet and talking about ways to
keep safe.

Religious Education

Maths We will continue to follow the 
‘White Rose’ maths scheme by exploring 
numbers 0-10. We will perfect our subitising 
skills and represent numbers in different 
ways. We will compare length, height and 
time and explore 3D shapes. We will 
continue to use songs and actions to count 
forwards and backwards to 20. 

Literacy

Personal, Social, Emotional Development
Our topics are “Dreams and Goals” and “Healthy Me”. We 
will be learning all about persevering, setting goals. This 
will include some tricky challenges and understanding how 
we feel about them. We will also  learn about ways to stay 
fit and healthy, including hand hygiene, sleep, healthy 
amounts of screen time and stranger danger. 

Understanding the World

Expressive Art and Design

This term we are learning all about why God is 
special and the significance of Easter. This will 
include ’Creation’ , 'new life' and what happens 
at the end of Winter and the beginning of 
Spring. Our Christian value this term is 
‘Curiosity’ which links to our school 3Cs.

This term we will be drawing people who help us and creating 
our own still life paintings of plants in our environment. We will 
create our own veggie superheroes using Supertato as our 
inspiration! The children will create their own superhero alter-
ego and make a tshirt, displaying their own logo they have 
designed! We will continue to enjoy listening to music, singing 
songs and engaging in role play.

We will be further developing our
reading and writing skills through
Essential Letter and Sounds
lessons each day. We will use core
texts ‘Supertato’ and ‘Max’ to
investigate plot, setting, character
descriptions and to sequence
events in order to retell the
stories.

We will be looking closely at our
environment and carrying out
careful, observational drawings.
We will explore how our
environment has changed as we
move from Winter to Spring. We
will be learning about real life
‘Superheroes’ and how they help
us and will have visits from some
of them.

Communication & 
Language

The children will be 
listening a wide range 
of stories, sequencing 
events and retelling 
stories. We will 
continue to practice 
our listening skills and 
focus on taking turns 
in a conversation. 
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